WE MAKE CASE TRIMMING AND CONDITIONING EASY and ACCURATE with our popular and versatile Case Trimmer System.

Control your own reloading variables and keep ammunition costs down — there’s no better way to ensure your reconditioned cases will chamber properly and perform with consistency than by using our modular system.

You can start small and add accessories as your reloading needs progress.

STEP 1. Choose the Forster Products Case Trimmer that meets your caliber range.

Our Case Trimmer System begins with quality-manufactured and time-tested miniature lathes that trim most calibers.

Our Case Trimmers share these superior features:

- Four staggered-tooth cutting edges made of high alloy steel provide fast, smooth, chatterless cutting for perfectly square case mouths. Cuts are bright and uniform.
- Bearing is hand-honed to fit the cutter shaft for a precision fit.
- Fine adjustment screw allows fine-tuning of case lengths to .001” or less.
- Extruded aluminum, I-beam-style base resists lathe torques.
- Original, Classic and Power Case Trimmers accommodate our range of specialized case conditioning accessories.

Want to skip the deburring so necessary after trimming cases to length?

You can do just that by using our 3-in-1 Case Mouth Cutter with long-lasting carbide blades. This innovative product combines case trimming, inside deburring and outside deburring into one easy step. You can trim 250 to 400 cases per hour. The 3-in-1 mounts on the Original or Power Case Trimmer.

We also offer a power Original Case Trimmer that works with your drill press. The Power Case Trimmer provides a fast way to trim cases while still maintaining accuracy and integrity.

Need to trim a lot of cases fast? Our Power Adapter for Case Trimmers provides a quick and affordable way to turn any of our miniature lathe Case Trimmers into a power Case Trimmer that lets you trim up to 200 cases per hour. Simply remove the handle from your Case Trimmer and replace it with this Power Adapter. Any power screwdriver or drill provides the power.
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STEP 2. Choose the Case Trimmer Collet and Pilot based on your specific case.

Collets
Our range of eight Brown & Sharpe-style Collets is one of the secrets to precise and repeatable case trimming. After all, if the case isn't properly inserted and securely held in the case trimmer, any subsequent conditioning or bullet seating operation will not be accurate, no matter the quality of the tool or the experience of the operator.

• The internal Collet steps ensure that the case head is firmly seated in the Collet, even when there is case rim diameter variation, unlike one-size-fits-all universal chuckheads or multi-piece shell holders.
• The tapered design ensures that the Collet securely closes on the case rim without pulling the case back. When you lock a case in one of our Case Trimmers, it stays exactly where you put it.

All Collets may be purchased individually. Several common sizes may be ordered in kit form, along with a selection of Pilots, with the Original and Classic Case Trimmers.

Pilots
The Pilot functions as a mandrel that guides the cutter for precise case trimming. We offer 36 different Pilot sizes.

STEP 3. Add any or all of our six specialized case conditioning accessories to meet your needs.

After trimming your cases to length, you can properly prepare them for priming and bullet seating. Our system easily expands to perform a variety of important case preparation functions. These accessories are fully functional with Original, Classic or Power Case Trimmers.

Installation is easy. Depending on the accessory, just slide it into the Pilot hole or over the Cutter Shaft, and secure with a set screw adjustment.

HAND HELD ACCESSORIES
We also manufacture hand held accessories to cover larger caliber needs and provide versatility in the field.

Our Hand-held Outside Neck Turner is the industry’s only hand-held carbide neck wall thickness cutter.

Our Deburring Tool is available with or without the Deburring Tool Base and may be used with the Power Adapter.

WARRANTY
All Forster Products are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the product. Parts excluded from the warranty are those that, by nature of their function, are subject to normal wear (such as springs, pins, etc.) or that have been altered, abused, or neglected. If the product is deemed defective by workmanship or materials, it will be repaired, reconditioned or replaced (at Forster’s option). This warranty supersedes all other warranties for Forster Products, whether written or oral.
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